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Contents of today’s teaching

Some additions to last week
Research ethics
Making the user feel easy
Data analysis
Final report template
Reading materials for Monday (week 6)
Tutor meetings
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Contents for all the remaining weeks

Week 4

Choose what the Design B will be
Plan the evaluation planning
Start recruitment of participants for the evaluation 
Finish the creation of both designs for the evaluations
Present the designs and evaluation plan
Pilot test
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Week 6
Finish the analysis of data + find which design was better
Fine-tune the final design
Prepare final report

Fuzzy boundaries

Week 5
Do concrete preparations for the evaluations (e.g., staging, mockups)
Conduct the evaluations
Start the analysis of data from the evaluations
Lecture only on Monday morning (afternoon + Friday are free)



Some additions to last week
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Paper prototyping
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrV2SZuRPv0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrV2SZuRPv0


SIGCHI gender guidelines

https://www.morgan-klaus.com/gender-guidelines.html
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Pilot test

= “Dry run” of your evaluation
Carry out everything in the way that you plan to do in the actual 
interview
Recording method, tasks, mockup material, …
No shortcutting! You also need to test the evaluation’s length!

Carry out one pilot test
At least 1 day before the first actual interview
One of team members pretends to be a user
Make adjustment and fix problems
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Research ethics
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Which of these are ethically problematic 
actions?
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Asking leading questions 
(“Don’t you think that…”)

Using more time in an 
interview than was promised

Showing quotes from users to 
the project’s customer

Gathering a lot of background 
data about a user for the sake 

of completeness

Sharing user study data 
through Google Drive Deceiving users by telling them in the 

beginning that the study is about one 
topic, but actually measuring 

something elseSighing and yawning during 
an interview



Exercise (5 mins)

1. Brainstorm a list of ethical issues that you have to take 
into account in your evaluations

2. Paste them in the chat when we have a discussion time

3. We can discuss open issues later during this lecture
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Principles of polite interaction 
with the user (part 1)
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Discussion:

In order to ensure natural user behaviour:

What should the facilitator not do?
What should the facilitator do?
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Nielsen, J. (1993). 
Usability 
Engineering. 
Boston, MA: 
Academic Press.

Deceiving users

Sighing and 
yawning

Showing quotes 
from users to the 

project’s customer



Regulations on ethics

Informed consent
(Ethical review by institutional review board)
General rules
GDPR & what can be collected from users
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Some warning stories
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Stanford prison experiment (1971)

Was a study on perceived power in a simulated prison
Voluntary student participants divided into two groups:

“prisoners”
“prison officers”

Experiment had to be ended after 6 days
“students quickly embraced their assigned roles, with some guards 
enforcing authoritarian measures and ultimately subjecting some 
prisoners to psychological torture, while many prisoners passively 
accepted psychological abuse and, by the officers' requests, 
actively harassed other prisoners who tried to stop it.” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_prison_experiment
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_prison_experiment


Kramer et al. 2014

Nielsen’s 
guidelines did 
not cover this 
issue:

Researchers explored 
mass-scale modification 
of users’ Facebook feeds’ 
emotional content (fewer 
vs. more happy 
content)…
…to find out how this 
correlates with users’ own 
posts’ emotional content



Excerpt from a preface to Kramer et al.’s (2014) paper by PNAS editor-in-chief I. M. Verma



What can be done to prevent these kinds 
of mistakes?
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Informed consent

User has to know what they are going to participate in, and 
give their permission:*

Who are the members of the research team that organize this 
study
That the purpose is not to evaluate the participant, but to 
investigate a research question
That the participant may opt out any time during the study
That the relevant material created by participants may be used in 
reports and publications (we’ll return to this later)
Confidentiality of the data: who will see it and in what form

These are explained in an informed consent form which 
the user can sign if they agree

* https://tenk.fi/en/advice-and-materials/guidelines-ethical-review-human-sciences

https://tenk.fi/en/advice-and-materials/guidelines-ethical-review-human-sciences


Informed 
consent form, 
part 1

The consent itself
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Informed consent form, part 2
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Sometimes ethics need to be reviewed 
before a study is started

Aalto’s researchers:
may need to submit their research 
plans to Research Ethics committee 
before they start their study

Students:
Mostly do not need approval from 
Research Ethics committee

Links to Aalto’s ethical screening:
https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/resear
ch-ethics-committee

https://www.tenk.fi/en/ethical-review-in-finland

https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/research-ethics-committee
https://www.tenk.fi/en/ethical-review-in-finland


Also coursework may need a review 

Ask for a review if at least one of the following applies to your 
study

1. Intervention in the physical integrity of subject
2. The study deviates from the principle of informed consent 

(excluding archival data)
3. The subjects are children under the age of 15
4. Exceptionally strong stimuli whose harmfulness needs to be 

evaluated by an expert
5. Possible long-term mental harm (trauma, depression, 

sleeplessness)
6. Possible security risk to subjects

Example:
At Aalto ARTS, we cooperated with lawyers in 2020 in a service 
design course that addressed online harassment 
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Anonymity and data protection

Access to raw data vs only findings
Reporting the results to companies
GDPR
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Anonymity exists in different levels

1. All (“raw”) data
Including the participant’s name
è Access to research team only

2. Aggregated data 
= Anonymized and not traceable to individuals in other ways either
è Access to research team only or also to companies (and teacher)

3. Reportable data
= Data that addresses the research questions or is evidence of your 
emergent findings
è Can be published and delivered to e.g., involved companies, 
preferably not as datasets but as reports



If you have third parties in the project

Possible third parties:
The client (also the teacher): one that is interested in the results
The case company: the context where the study is conducted
Instrument provider: a company that provides an instrument (e.g., 
collaboration platform) that is used in the research

Different access rights to data may be needed for each party
Never promise access to raw data to companies!

You would have to tell this to participants and this would potentially bias 
your data L
è Provide only reports to 3rd parties
è Report to each party only the findings that are relevant to them
è Tell the participants which 3rd party will be reported what

Never promise to participants full confidentiality either
Otherwise you have nothing to show to others about your project



GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)

General advice:
Be specific in the informed consent
Collect only the data you need
Define when the data will be deleted
Specify where the data is stored securely
Do not reveal the identities of users to each other or outsiders
Keep a record of the consents
Þ Include these in the informed consent

Special considerations:
Do you plant to gather data from which participant can be indirectly identified?
Does your interview deal with intimate personal experiences?

Useful links:
Aalto: https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/aalto-university-data-protection-policy
From UK Government: https://www.gov.uk/service-manual/user-
research/managing-user-research-data-participant-privacy
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https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/aalto-university-data-protection-policy
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Intellectual property rights

Participant-created works of art are 
participants’ IPR

E.g., in communication studies
Publication of others’ works of art 
requires participant’s permission

Remember to mention the intention to 
publish participants’ works in the informed 
consent form
Usually participants are proud of having 
their works published!

If in doubt, ask your school’s legal team
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Principles of polite interaction 
with the user (part 2)
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How to fit all the ethics in a usability session

Before you meet in the interview/observation/test:
Send the informed consent document(s) to the participant
This is to ensure that they have enough time to investigate them

When you meet:
Plan the timings of your meeting carefully
Reserve 5–10 minutes of the beginning to informed consent, 
GDPR, confifdentiality and anonymity principles & making sure 
that the participant is assure of good practices
Decide which parts must be included and which can be dropped
Run a pilot study
If you notice that you will run overtime, ask if user can stay longer.
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Making the user feel relaxed

Explain the anonymity and confidentiality in the beginning
No names or other identifiable information will be revealed to others in our course
User is free to terminate the evaluation at any time, with no need to explain why
The recording and notes from the evaluation will be destroyed after the course
But those contents that are relevant to the prototype’s success will be kept and 
may also be used in presentations

Express interest in what user does
Good also for gathering detailed data: if you ask for clarifications you both 
express interest and also don’t leave unexplained user behaviours in your data

Don’t:
Don’t sigh or yawn
Don’t express anxiety if user struggles
Don’t try to speed up the user if s/he is slow – Instead prepare the tasks so that 
some elements can be skipped without user noticing it

Do:
First task should be easy
Present the tasks both verbally and visually on text => improves user’s 
comprehension
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Exercise (5 mins)
(as it was in the beginning of the lecture)

1. Brainstorm a list of ethical issues that you have to take 
into account in your evaluations

2. Paste them in the chat when we have a discussion time

3. We can discuss open issues later during this lecture
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Did you find any new issues?

Are there any questions?



Data analysis

Using affinity diagrams
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https://vimeo.com/409695632

https://vimeo.com/409695632


Affinity diagrams

What can be observed from the previous video:
Creation of affinity diagrams involves creative sense-making of data
Sense-making leads to resolutions and interpretations that may help 
you understand the data in a new light (e.g., by becoming aware of 
new important system features)

What is the data that is analysed?
Use all the data from this project! – F-formations observations, UI 
sketches, evaluations
It can be in many formats (text, pictures)
Requirement: data has to be easy to move around (e.g., Post-It notes
on a wall)

Where you will learn more:
This week’s reading material (Lucero, Holtzblatt)
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Affinity diagrams – tips

Advice:
Use a common work space, e.g., Miro
Prepare (”chop”) your data into a compatible format (notes and 
pictures)
As you go through the data, make more notes to right down your
ideas or to sort them

Tips for note creation:
Write only complete sentences (so that your team members are
able to understand your idea too and use it)
Only one idea for each note (otherwise they cannot be sorted
freely) 
Use different colours to designate different users

While you sort and structure:
Speak out loud what you are doing
Work in parallel, otherwise you will tire yourself very quickly
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Going “behind” the observations

When you analyse, try to develop different interpretations to the 
data

Use all the information that you have gathered, and that you know
Trust also your intuition

Develop explanations to the interpretations early on
“What might these observations tell us?”
Abductive logic: if we observed Y, what might have been the X that made 
it happen?

When some interpretation starts to feel strong, try to also verify it
Let the idea grow bigger (gather notes around it)
Then consider the idea critically
Try to find counter-examples from the data. They help you specify it 
further
More info about this: constant comparative method*

* Part of Grounded Theory method – see e.g. https://delvetool.com/blog/ccm

https://delvetool.com/blog/ccm


Final report template
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What contents to focus on

The template



How did your project straighten this 
mess?
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Sanders & Stappers (2008). Co-creation and the new landscapes of design. CoDesign, 4(1), 5--18.  
https://doi.org/10.1080/15710880701875068

https://doi.org/10.1080/15710880701875068


Final report template

Max 2 pages / section
Cover page
1. User research
2. Google design sprint
3. The concept and its versions (Design A and Design B)
4. Evaluation process
5. Evaluation findings and your final design

In sections 1–5:
Reveal the important design decisions
Use sketches/pictures/… to describe them
Write for a critical and skeptical reader: try to convince the reader that 
you did the right decisions
Use external resources (e.g., the texts and websites listed in this 
course) to back up your decisions
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Reading materials

To be discussed on Monday, week 6
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Reading materials for week 5

Lucero et al (Interact2015):
Using Affinity Diagrams to 
Evaluate Interactive Prototypes
https://link-springer-
com.libproxy.aalto.fi/chapter/10.10
07/978-3-319-22668-2_19

Holtzblatt (2016):
Chapter 6: The affinity diagram
https://primo.aalto.fi/permalink/358A
ALTO_INST/ha1cg5/alma99838660
4406526
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https://link-springer-com.libproxy.aalto.fi/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-22668-2_19
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Tutor meetings

https://doodle.com/poll/93se4wxgvwtt5zat?ut
m_source=poll&utm_medium=link
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